The website of Fox News Channel, the most-watched cable news network in the United States, publishing news and partisan conservative opinion that often promotes the Trump administration.

Ownership and Financing

FoxNews.com and Fox News Channel are subsidiaries of the publicly traded, New York-based media company Fox Corporation. Fox Corp. is controlled by media mogul Rupert Murdoch and his family.

In March 2019, Murdoch spun off Fox’s movie studio and television entertainment divisions, housed within Twenty-First Century Fox Inc., to the Walt Disney Co., while retaining Fox News Channel, Fox Sports, and the Fox Network on broadcast television.

Murdoch also runs major media company News Corp, which owns the daily New York Post, the Dow Jones business news service (including The Wall Street Journal), News Corp Australia, the Harper Collins publishing company, and the Storyful media company.

Fox News Channel relies on advertising revenue and licensing fees paid by the cable systems that carry Fox News.

In November 2018, Fox News Channel launched Fox Nation, a digital streaming subscription service that features primarily conservative opinion and news. Commentators who post content on the service include Tomi Lahren and former New Jersey judge Andrew Napolitano, as well as Fox News hosts Sean Hannity and Laura Ingraham.

Content

FoxNews.com publishes national and international news, posting continuous text and video updates. The site’s homepage largely reflects breaking news on the cable channel, with links to video segments from shows by Fox personalities. Text articles often summarize news that was first reported on television. Coverage
includes breaking, political, and entertainment news, live video of major events, as well as sections for business, the environment, science, technology, weather, and health.

An Opinion section publishes mostly conservative columns, including video segments from Fox prime-time shows. Text columns are often republished from prime-time Fox hosts' opening segments. An Exclusive Clips section features a mix of video interviews with contributors and statements made by Fox News personalities, including prime-time hosts Hannity, Ingraham, and Tucker Carlson. Contributors are predominantly conservative, such as Tomi Lahren, Dan Bongino, and former White House press secretary Sarah Huckabee Sanders. However, the network has also hired liberal commentators, such as former Democratic National Committee chair Donna Brazile.

Cable subscribers can watch the TV channel live on the website. The site posts text transcripts and video clips for most of its programming online.

The site features separate pages for every regular Fox News program, including those hosted by primetime hosts Hannity, Carlson, and Ingraham, as well as anchors Bret Baier and Chris Wallace. Most pages feature video clips of every program and episode transcripts of all of its programs.

Political stories often include criticism of “mainstream media” portrayals of similar events. For example, Hannity, whose show is usually the most-watched in cable news, regularly refers to other major news outlets as “the destroy-Trump media.” The site also regularly publishes critical coverage of illegal immigration and Democrats.

Typical homepage headlines include “GOP becoming endangered species in California, as key stronghold turns blue,” “US may curb intelligence sharing with countries that criminalize homosexuality, intel chief says,” “NYT forced to run editor's letter, notes that new accuser doesn't recall alleged assault,” “Pro-life group
claims Facebook is falsely labeling their post as fake news,” and “Trump pushes back against CDC director’s warning about coronavirus second wave.”

U.S. President Donald Trump, who was a frequent guest on Fox News Channel before he became president, has given the most interviews by far to Fox as president, by far, than to any other outlet. As of early May 2020, 81 of Trump’s 238 TV or print interviews as president were with Fox News, according to CBS News White House correspondent Mark Knoller, a longtime chronicler of presidential appearances who provided his data to NewsGuard. After Fox, The Wall Street Journal had conducted nine interviews, while The New York Times and Reuters had each conducted eight interviews.

President Trump is frequently interviewed by hosts including Hannity, who has said he is an informal adviser to the president; friend Jeanine Pirro, and the hosts of the morning show “Fox & Friends.” President Trump has frequently tweeted support for Fox coverage that is favorable to him, and sometimes recommends policy changes following news shows.

In 2019, however, the president became more critical of Fox’s coverage, especially when Fox polls showed approval of his performance dropping. In October 2019, after Fox News published a poll that found that more than 50 percent of those surveyed supported President Trump’s impeachment, the president tweeted, “@FoxNews doesn’t deliver for US anymore. It is so different than it used to be.” In April 2020, the president tweeted, “What the hell is happening to @FoxNews. It’s a whole new ballgame over there!” and criticized Wallace, who had interviewed an expert from Johns Hopkins University who criticized the Trump’s administration’s response to the pandemic.

Fox has hired many former members of the President Trump administration, while many others have left Fox to work for President Trump. Sanders became a Fox News contributor after resigning as White House press secretary in June 2019. Bill Shine, the former co-
president of Fox News, served for approximately eight months as White House communications director after leaving the network, and currently works as an advisor to President Trump’s re-election campaign. Former White House deputy press secretary Raj Shah and former White House communications director Hope Hicks have moved to Fox News’ parent company, Fox Corp., although Hicks returned to the White House as a presidential adviser in 2020.

**Credibility**

FoxNews.com employs a separate digital staff, but text stories and videos on the site largely reflect content seen on the cable TV channel. Reports are frequently supplemented with text and video content from its Fox affiliate stations around the U.S. The site also relies on national and international news produced by wire services such as The Associated Press. Headlines generally reflect articles’ content.

The network and website feature reporting by well-known anchors John Roberts, Bill Hemmer, Baier, and Wallace, as well as former Washington Post media critic Howard Kurtz. Baier received a National Press Foundation award in 2017 for broadcast journalism excellence. Wallace received an excellence award that same year from the International Center for Journalists.

While some FoxNews.com news coverage is well sourced and fact-based, NewsGuard found that the website has advanced false or misleading information in video and text stories that regularly support views of conservatives and of President Trump’s administration.

In 2020, the website published unsubstantiated or inaccurate medical claims about the COVID-19 pandemic, including clips from Fox News shows that promoted the unproven use of the anti-malaria drug hydroxychloroquine as a treatment, particularly in shows featuring Hannity and Ingraham.

For example, on March 23, 2020, Hannity said in a video clip featured on FoxNews.com that the use of hydroxychloroquine as a treatment for COVID-19,
mixed with other drugs, had a “100 percent success rate” for a family doctor who treated several patients in a small upstate New York community with a mix of drugs that included hydroxychloroquine.

Hannity said of the doctor, Vladimir Zelenko, "He has a regimen. Hydroxychloroquine, 200mg, twice a day, five days. Azithromycin, 500mg, once a day, five days. Zinc sulphate, 220 mg, once a day for five days. This is what he has seen. Him and his team have now treated approximately 350 patients in Kiryas Joel, an area of New York that was hit particularly hard, and another 150 patients in other New York areas. His results — we have had zero deaths, zero hospitalizations, zero intubations. Zero."

Zelenko has not shared data or published a study to support his claims. In a March 2020 interview with the Jewish news organization the Forward, Zelenko acknowledged “that his regimen was new and untested, and that it was too soon to assess its long-term effectiveness,” according to the Forward.

International health authorities have not concluded that hydroxychloroquine is an effective treatment for the COVID-19 virus. A March 2020 study by French researchers, which tested the drug on 20 people, suggested the drug could be useful. However, another March 2020 study conducted in China found that the drug was no more effective for 15 COVID-19 patients than a regimen of bed rest, supplemental oxygen, and antiviral drugs for another group of patients.

In April 2020, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration said in a statement on its website, “Hydroxychloroquine and chloroquine have not been shown to be safe and effective for treatment or preventing COVID-19.”

Although Fox News promoted the use of the drug on multiple shows in March and early April -- Ingraham called the drug a “game changer” in a March 2020 clip available on FoxNews.com -- the network reduced its mentions of the drug as a possible treatment in mid-
None of the earlier video and text stories that appeared on the website were corrected or clarified.

In a March 10, 2020, episode of “Hannity,” which appeared on FoxNews.com, the host made an unsubstantiated claim about the outcomes for patients who contract the COVID-19 virus. “Healthy people, generally, 99 percent recover very fast, even if they contract it,” Hannity said.

International health authorities have not said as of May 2020, and did not say in March 2020, that 99 percent of “healthy people” who contract the virus recover very quickly from it. As of March 2020, health authorities including the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), as well as February 2020 research published by Chinese authorities, concluded that approximately 80 percent of the people who contract COVID-19 have mild cases.

The authorities did not say how many people of those 80 percent were in good health at the time they contracted the disease. Although the CDC, World Health Organization and other authorities have said that most people develop the first symptoms of the COVID-19 virus within 14 days, no authority has said that 99 percent of people who are healthy recover “very quickly.”

On an April 27, 2020, episode of “Tucker Carlson Tonight,” which appeared on FoxNews.com, host Tucker Carlson claimed that social distancing has not helped stop the spread of the COVID-19 virus. Carlson said, “You may remember what they first told us back in February and March. They said, we have to take radical steps in order to “flatten the curve.” Well six weeks later we’re happy to say that curve has been flattened. But it’s likely not because of the lockdowns. The virus just isn’t nearly as deadly as we thought it was.”

In early April 2020, Deborah Birx, coordinator of the White House’s Coronavirus Task Force, said during a White House press briefing that the projected number
of U.S. deaths from COVID-19 had dropped because of Americans’ behavioral changes. “That’s changing the rate of new cases, and that’s what will change the rate of mortality going forward,” she said.

A study published by the Georgia Institute of Technology in April 2020 found that social distancing measures had reduced COVID-19 transmission rates in Georgia by approximately 50 percent. “In the short term we find that social distancing may have already prevented hundreds of deaths, as well as reduced hospital demand, and new case and death rates relative to baseline scenarios with no intervention,” it stated.

The University of Kentucky’s Institute for the Study of Free Enterprise also published a study in late April 2020, which found that the number of confirmed COVID-19 cases in Kentucky would have reached nearly 45,000 without social distancing measures. As of early May 2020, there were approximately 4,700 confirmed cases of COVID-19 in Kentucky, according to the CDC.

Fox hosts also generally downplayed the COVID-19 pandemic on their shows, sometimes comparing it to a hoax that they claim is intended to hurt the president. On the March 9, 2020 episode of his show, which appears on FoxNews.com, Hannity stated: “I think we’ve got to be very real with the American people. I don’t like how we are scaring people unnecessarily… I mean they’re scaring the living hell out of people. And I see it again as like, oh, let’s bludgeon Trump with this new hoax.”

In an April 2020 interview with Newsweek, when asked about an open letter from 74 journalism professors criticizing Fox’s coverage of the COVID-19 pandemic, Hannity responded: “It’s the same Democrats, media mob and liberal professors who are so lazy they won’t even look at what I’ve said about the virus,” he said. “They just go with their narrative. I never called it a ‘hoax.’ I said it was a hoax for them to be using it as a bludgeon on Trump. And they are.”
In 2019, Fox News helped advance unsubstantiated conspiracy theories that Ukraine, rather than Russia, meddled in the 2016 U.S. presidential election and that then-U.S. Vice President Joseph Biden Jr. fired a top Ukrainian prosecutor in order to protect his son, Hunter Biden, who sat on the board of the Ukrainian natural gas company Burisma Holdings.

Fox’s coverage of Ukraine relied heavily on longtime political journalist John Solomon, who appeared several times on the network while he worked as a columnist at The Hill. Solomon joined Fox News as a contributor in October 2019.

In a November 2019 video segment published on FoxNews.com, Solomon stated that Biden had fired the Ukrainian prosecutor Viktor Shokin who “he knows was investigating his son’s company.” In another October 2019 video segment published on FoxNews.com, Solomon said there was a “dirty tricks campaign, a false information campaign run to make Shokin look like he was corrupt so that they could get him out of there.”

Several U.S. media organizations, including The Hill in its February 2020 evaluation of Solomon’s work on Biden and Burisma, reported that there is no conclusive evidence that Biden supported firing Shokin because of Burisma, or that the firm was under investigation at the time Shokin was fired. “... Seeking Shokin’s ouster was the official position of the U.S. and the European Union,” The Hill wrote. The Hill also said of Shokin, who was a source in Solomon’s reporting, “Shokin’s reliability as a source is in question.”

In November 2019, a lawyer representing the U.S. National Security Council’s Ukraine expert at the time, Lt. Col. Alexander Vindman demanded Fox News correct or retract a segment from an October show hosted by Ingraham, in which her guest alleged, without evidence, that Vindman, a U.S. military veteran who emigrated from Ukraine as a child, could be guilty of espionage for communicating with Ukrainian contacts about American policy.
On an Oct. 28, 2019, show accessible on FoxNews.com, Ingraham said, “Here we have a U.S. national security official who is advising Ukraine, while working inside the White House, apparently against the president’s interest, and usually, they spoke in English. Isn’t that kind of an interesting angle on this story?” Her guest, John Yoo, who served as the head of the Justice Department’s Office of Legal Counsel in President George W. Bush’s administration, replied: “I found that astounding. Some people might call that espionage.”

A Fox News representative told the Washington Examiner at the time, “As a guest on FOX News, John Yoo was responsible for his own sentiments, and he has subsequently done interviews to clarify what he meant.” Yoo told the Examiner that he was not accusing Vindman of espionage. “I meant to say that this sounded like an espionage operation by the Ukrainians. I think it deliberately misconstrues my words to say that the separate issue of the phone call between the U.S. and Ukrainian president through the chain of command constitutes espionage by Vindman, or that Vindman is some kind of double agent.” The story and video were not corrected or clarified.

Fox News spokesperson Caley Cronin did not respond to three NewsGuard emails and a telephone call in 2020 seeking comment about Fox’s coverage of the COVID-19 pandemic, of Solomon’s reports, and of the description of Vindman on Ingraham’s show.

In May 2017, FoxNews.com published a story claiming that Democratic National Committee staffer Seth Rich had leaked thousands of DNC emails to WikiLeaks, an international media organization that anonymously publishes confidential documents, before he was killed in 2016. The story was based on quotes from an unnamed “federal investigator,” as well as former Fox News contributor and private detective Rod Wheeler, who later denied making some of the statements attributed to him. Washington police have always said Rich was killed during a robbery.
The initial report helped spark conspiracy theories posted on far-right websites about Rich’s death, including stories that connected Rich’s death to 2016 Democratic presidential nominee Hillary Clinton.

While Fox’s initial story was retracted eight days after it was published, a NewsGuard review found that six text and video segments with inaccurate information about Rich’s death remained on the website, uncorrected, until October 2019. The stories included a May 2017 video segment that had accompanied the text story, in which the Fox hosts say, “An investigator now says Seth Rich was in contact with WikiLeaks. Not only that, he claims, there’s been a law enforcement coverup.”

FoxNews.com deleted the video excerpts about Rich in October 2019, after NewsGuard inquired about them. Cronin declined to comment in October 2019 about the Rich reporting, citing pending litigation. A lawsuit filed by Rich’s family that accused Fox of fabricating the initial story was reinstated by a federal court in 2019.

President Trump’s close relationship to Fox News, particularly with hosts like Pirro and Hannity, has sparked critics’ claims that the network’s coverage crosses the line into advocacy for President Trump.

Ahead of the 2016 U.S. presidential election, Hannity told The New York Times, “I’m not hiding the fact that I want Donald Trump to be the next president of the United States.”

Hannity has conducted several interviews with the president for Fox and has campaigned for him, including at a November 2018 rally the day before the midterms, aired live on Hannity’s show. However, FoxNews.com does not disclose Hannity’s relationship with President Trump in articles or video segments that report on the president.

The day after the 2018 rally, Fox issued a statement criticizing both Hannity and Pirro for speaking at the rally, saying that it did not “condone any talent participating in campaign events.”
Hannity also did not disclose on Fox News that he was a client of former President Trump lawyer Michael Cohen, a fact that came to light in legal filings disclosed in April 2018. Hannity frequently reported on the investigation into Cohen, hosted the lawyer on his show, and offered defenses of both Cohen and President Trump.

For example, in an April 2018 transcript on the site, Hannity said of authorities’ raid on Cohen’s home, hotel, and office, “The destroy Trump media, they are salivating. They're so hopeful that their lying narrative will be covered up now by Stormy Daniels now with the news regarding Michael Cohen.”

Cohen was sentenced to three years in prison in December 2018 after being convicted of campaign and finance crimes, which included arranging payments to keep women from publicly speaking about past affairs with President Trump before the 2016 presidential election.

Hannity denied in a statement that he was a formal client of Cohen and said he never paid him. “I have occasionally had brief discussions with him about legal questions about which I wanted his input and perspective,” the statement said.

Fox News released a statement at the time saying that Hannity “continues to have our full support,” although it said it was not aware of Hannity’s relationship with Cohen. In October 2019, Fox declined to comment further on the matter, referring NewsGuard to previous public statements by the network and Hannity.

The stories cited above, along with the majority of stories NewsGuard reviewed on FoxNews.com, advance a conservative and pro-Trump agenda that the website does not disclose. The website does not articulate an overall political orientation. Asked about whether the site discloses an overall point of view, FoxNews.com directed NewsGuard to its About page,
which describes the network as a “24-hour all-
encompassing news service delivering breaking news
as well as political and business news.”

However, a NewsGuard review of FoxNews.com’s
content found that news featured on the site’s
homepage is generally favorable toward President
Trump, and critical of Democrats and news
organizations designated by Fox as “mainstream,”
including rival cable networks CNN and MSNBC.

For example, on July 26, 2019, after U.S. Special
Counsel Robert Mueller concluded seven hours of
testimony before Congress about his report on 2016
presidential election interference, Fox’s homepage
featured stories that criticized Democrats and the
media’s coverage of the investigation. Headlines
included “Charlie Kirk: Mueller engaged in much more
effective election tampering than anything Russia might
have done,” “President Trump calls Mueller hearing
’shocking and sad,’” “Hannity: Russia hoax is dead and
buried, truth prevailed,” “Don Jr.: Russia investigation
was a hoax set up by the Democrats,” and “Mike
Huckabee: Trump and Mueller – Imagine what could
have been if the ‘cloud’ hadn’t been over White House.”

FoxNews.com publishes labeled text and video
opinions from contributors and staff in an Opinion
section on the homepage. However, FoxNews.com
regularly includes opinionated video segments in
sections on the site that are not labeled as such,
including transcripts and video clips featuring several
Fox News hosts, such as Hannity, Carlson, and
Ingraham. An Exclusive Clips section, appearing
prominently on the homepage, mixes segments from
Fox News’ hosts with video clips from news shows,
including America’s News HQ, a weekend show
covering national and world news stories. For example,
on Aug. 7, 2019, headlines in the Exclusive Clips
sections included the headline from Carlson’s show,
“Left thinks only bad people oppose gun control”: a
headline from Ingraham’s show “Democrats fan the
flames of hatred”; and news headlines such as “Disney
adding to its streaming services; Walgreens prepares to scale down,” and “FOX & FRIENDS: Dozens of big firms flock to Palm Beach County, Florida to flee Northeast taxes.”

Because FoxNews.com regularly distorts and sometimes misstates facts in its content, particularly in video clips advancing prominent Fox News hosts’ conservative opinion, and because the website does not disclose an overall pro-Trump conservative agenda which often includes advocacy for President Trump by many Fox News hosts, NewsGuard has determined that the website does not meet its standard for gathering and presenting information responsibly, or for handling the difference between news and opinion responsibly.

Indeed, because the site’s coverage of the COVID-19 pandemic has been so irresponsible with regard to a crucially important topic about which careful, responsible reporting is so important, NewsGuard’s earlier judgment that the site does not gather and present news responsibly is strongly reaffirmed.

Beyond Berry and Cronin’s specific responses to the stories on Rich and on the whistleblower, Fox declined comment on NewsGuard’s additional questions about its editorial practices, as well as to NewsGuard’s questions on its conservative perspective in news stories and mixing of news and opinion.

FoxNews.com does not post a corrections policy, but the website regularly publishes corrections to both text and video stories. Corrections to text stories are usually noted in italics with Editor’s Notes at the top or bottom of articles explaining what was changed. Occasionally, changes are not clearly explained, with a note saying only, “This story has been updated.”

It should be noted that FoxNews.com has not corrected numerous stories that remain on the website and contain false information. However, because FoxNews.com regularly issues corrections, and has removed some of its false content, such as stories
about Rich, NewsGuard has determined that the site does not currently fail its standard for regularly issuing corrections.

**Transparency**

On its Media Relations page, under the site’s About section, FoxNews.com states that Fox News Channel is owned by “FOX Corporation.” Murdoch is named as Fox Corp’s chairman. The same page also lists several other Fox executives and its executive editor, including the CEO of Fox News.

Stories are generally published with author names that link to brief biographies and their social media profiles. A Contact Us section gives a phone number, online messaging form and FAQ page as methods of contacting the site.

Advertising and sponsored content are distinguished from editorial content.

**History**

When Fox News launched on cable in 1996, Murdoch believed there was a market niche for a more conservative-leaning channel. He said he did not believe that ABC, CBS, NBC, and CNN were objective sources of news. In a 2006 interview with the Financial Times, he said Fox has “given room to both sides, whereas only one side had it before.”

Murdoch created Fox Broadcasting Co. in 1986. The national network, bolstered by acquiring broadcasting rights for the National Football League, quickly became competitive with the three major U.S. broadcasters.

Its iconic slogan, “Fair & Balanced,” which was created by former Fox News Channel Roger Ailes at the channel’s inception in 1996, was dropped in 2017. It was replaced with the motto, “Most Watched, Most Trusted.”

President Trump has maintained a longtime, if sometimes contentious, friendship with Murdoch.
Murdoch was critical early of Trump’s 2016 presidential campaign, and Trump even briefly boycotted the network after harsh questioning during a Republican debate by then-Fox show host Megyn Kelly, who confronted Trump with his calling women “fat pigs” and “dogs.” Ultimately, Murdoch supported Trump against Democrat Hillary Clinton.

In recent years, sexual harassment allegations convulsed the organization. Ailes left in 2016 weeks after former “Fox & Friends” host Gretchen Carlson filed a sexual harassment lawsuit against him. Carlson received a $20 million settlement. Bill O’Reilly, who for many years was the top-rated host in cable news, was fired in 2017 after the New York Times reported that he had paid a total of $13 million to settle sexual harassment claims by five women who either worked or appeared on his show. Shine, who as Fox News co-president was accused of fostering a workplace culture that allowed sexual harassment in multiple lawsuits, resigned weeks after O’Reilly.

In October 2019, Fox News daytime anchor Shepard Smith, who had been at the network since its launch and had occasionally criticized President Trump during his broadcasts, announced on the air that he was leaving Fox. In a statement, Smith explained he asked Fox to release him from his multi-year contract. Smith closed his final show by saying, “Even in our currently polarized nation, it’s my hope that the facts will win the day, that the truth will always matter, that journalism and journalists will thrive.”

President Trump responded to questions about Smith’s departure in a tweet saying, “Is he leaving because of bad ratings? He had terrible ratings, is he leaving because of his ratings? If he’s leaving, I assume he’s leaving because he had bad ratings.”

According to Nielsen Media Research supplied to NewsGuard by Fox, Smith’s 3 p.m. newscast “Shepard Smith Reporting,” routinely won its time slot over cable competitors CNN and MSNBC, with nearly 1.3 million viewers in the third-quarter of 2019.
Corrections: An earlier version of this Nutrition Label referred to Sean Hannity, Tucker Carlson, and Laura Ingraham as anchors, instead of hosts, of their nighttime Fox News Channel programs. An earlier version of this Nutrition Label also included a tweet from President Trump that suggested anchor Shepard Smith’s show had poor ratings, without clarifying that Smith’s show routinely won its time slot. NewsGuard apologizes for the errors.

Editor’s Note: This Nutrition Label was updated on May 7, 2020, with a review of newer content on the site, including Fox News’ coverage of the COVID-19 pandemic. This Nutrition Label was updated in October 2019, and its rating was changed, to reflect NewsGuard’s determination that FoxNews.com does not meet its standard for gathering and presenting information responsibly, or for handling the difference between news and opinion responsibly, but does meet its standard for regularly issuing corrections, for disclosing ownership, and for revealing who is in charge.
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Fox News Was Duped by a Seth Rich Conspiracy Pushed by Russian Intelligence
https://www.gq.com/story/fox-news-seth-rich-conspiracy
https://video.foxnews.com/v/5436001644001/#sp=show-clips
Fox & Friends clip about Seth Rich
Fox Stands By DNC Murder Conspiracy Theory Even After Main Source Changes Story
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/fox-news-seth-rich_n_591cd078e4b034684b093717
Fox Pushes WikiLeaks Murder Conspiracy From Man Who Warned Of Armed Lesbian Pedophiles
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/fox-news-conspiracy-theory-wikileaks-seth-rich_n_591b493ee4b07d5f6ba6d027
Gorka: Finally, American leadership in the Middle East
http://archive.fo/L5DYJ#selection-975.0-975.54
Herman Cain: Let the president know you have his back; Hannity remembers Roger Ailes
http://archive.fo/nuYz4#selection-975.0-975.84
Where is outrage over leaks about president?; Gorka: Fake news now dishonest news
http://archive.fo/AjDMK#selection-975.0-975.81
Hannity: My prayers go out to Seth Rich's family
https://video.foxnews.com/v/5445847036001/#sp=show-clips
Dr. Sebastian Gorka: These people are evil cowards
https://www.foxnews.com/transcript/dr-sebastian-gorka-these-people-are-evil-cowards
Rich family lawsuit
Seth Rich, slain DNC staffer, had contact with WikiLeaks, say multiple sources
Court reinstates suit against Fox News over Seth Rich murder saga
Wheeler writing archive deleted
Report: Slain DNC staffer was in contact with WikiLeaks
https://video.foxnews.com/v/5436001644001/#sp=show-clips; http://archive.fo/ghu7F

Rod Wheeler on his investigation into DNC staffer's murder (May 16, 2017) [https://video.foxnews.com/v/5437207289001/#sp=show-clips](https://video.foxnews.com/v/5437207289001/#sp=show-clips)


Sean Hannity hangs on to sponsors after controversial week [https://money.cnn.com/2017/05/26/media/sean-hannity-advertisers-seth-rich/index.html](https://money.cnn.com/2017/05/26/media/sean-hannity-advertisers-seth-rich/index.html)


Fox News' retracted reporting on Seth Rich is even worse than you remember [https://www.mediamatters.org/blog/2019/05/14/fox-news-retracted-reporting-seth-rich-even-worse-you-remember/223689](https://www.mediamatters.org/blog/2019/05/14/fox-news-retracted-reporting-seth-rich-even-worse-you-remember/223689)

Statement on coverage of Seth Rich murder investigation [http://archive.fo/d2o2A](http://archive.fo/d2o2A)

Fox host refuting Rich conspiracy theory [https://video.foxnews.com/v/5443616286001/#sp=show-clips](https://video.foxnews.com/v/5443616286001/#sp=show-clips)

Hannity: 5 major forces are aligning to take down Trump [https://video.foxnews.com/v/5437180655001/#sp=show-clips](https://video.foxnews.com/v/5437180655001/#sp=show-clips)

Newt Gingrich: DNC Operative Was Behind Wikileaks DNC Release - Drops Seth Rich Bomb
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dGoUFxh6pz

Judge Tosses Out Rod Wheeler’s Defamation Case Over Fox News Seth Rich Story

Judge Dismisses Suits Against Fox News Over Seth Rich Story
https://www.npr.org/2018/08/03/635272922/judge-dismisses-suits-against-fox-news-over-seth-rich-story

Don't blame the Seth Rich conspiracy on Russians. Blame Americans.

Fox News Retracts DNC Staffer Conspiracy Story, But Hannity Keeps It Alive

Dallas-based investor sues NPR for $57 million for pointing to him as source of Seth Rich story retracted by Fox News

The Man Behind The Scenes In Fox News' Discredited Seth Rich Story

Judge rejects NPR’s motion to dismiss defamation lawsuit https://current.org/2019/08/judge-rejects-npr-motion-to-dismiss-defamation-lawsuit/

Rich family lawsuit
'Conspiracyland' Debunks Theories About Murder Of DNC Staffer Seth Rich
Charlie Kirk: Mueller engaged in much more effective election tampering than anything Russia might have done https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/charlie-kirk-robert-mueller-russia-investigation-rod-rosenstein
Mike Huckabee: Trump and Mueller – Imagine what could have been if the 'cloud' hadn't been over White House https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/mike-huckabee-trump-mueller-investigation-white-house
Tom Homan: ICE detention facilities -- The left is working hard to keep critical information from you https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/tom-homan-ice-detention-facilities-democrats-nazi-concentration-camps-illegal-immigrants
President Trump calls Mueller hearing 'shocking and sad'
https://video.foxnews.com/v/6064108615001/#sp=show-clips
Hannity: Russia hoax is dead and buried, truth prevailed
https://video.foxnews.com/v/6064106269001/#sp=show-clips
Don Jr.: Russia investigation was a hoax set up by the Democrats https://video.foxnews.com/v/6064092675001/#sp=show-clips
Democrats scramble to refocus in the wake of the Mueller hearing https://video.foxnews.com/v/6064118994001/#sp=show-clips
RT July 26, 2019 homepage coverage of Mueller testimony Mueller’s testimony was a major anti-climax. Will Democrats finally realize he won’t save them? http://archive.fo/JAboV#selection-707.1-707.96
Fox April 18, 2019 homepage (day Mueller report released)
Kellyanne Conway, after Mueller report's release, says press apologies are in order

“RussiaGate” content
Site search for term https://www.foxnews.com/search-results/search?q=russiagate

Media harassed Trump daily with bogus RussiaGate claims. Now they say it's their critics who got story wrong http://archive.fo/oHkQJ

Media's day of ‘reckoning’ arrives and few journalists are willing to admit they screwed up http://archive.fo/hZ3zt

Mueller probe coverage was a catastrophic media failure http://archive.fo/98fbC#selection-1045.0-1045.55

Liberal media's Mueller, collusion coverage turns out to be Titanic of media disasters http://archive.fo/Kvdws

Joe diGenova: RussiaGate was a hoax perpetrated against the American people https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/joe-digenova-russiagate-was-a-hoax-perpetrated-against-the-american-people

Contact for corrections http://press.foxnews.com/media-contacts/

Published corrections/updates
https://www.foxnews.com/auto/like-new-yugo-on-craigslist-was-parked-in-a-garage-for-31-years(update, May 24, 2019)
https://www.foxnews.com/auto/like-new-yugo-on-craigslist-was-parked-in-a-garage-for-31-years(update, July 19, 2019)
https://www.foxnews.com/travel,double-amputee-damages-scooter-batteries(correction, May 1, 2019)
For July 7 tweets:
For Brian Williams ethics problem:
for Hannity campaign appearance with Trump, and references to himself as not a journalist, then advocacy journalist:
Source of first comment to NYT:
Source of subsequent comment about being an "advocacy journalist":
mtrref=www.washingtonpost.com&tid=a_inl_manualucker
Another piece that incorporates the campaign appearance and both is his characterizations of himself:
For appearing on "Fox & Friends" regularly since 2011, that comes from:
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2019/03/11/the-making-of-the-fox-news-white-house
Gingrich on cesspool of corruption covering up for Clintons
https://web.archive.org/web/20191002174309/https://w
Rep. Devin Nunes reacts to Mueller probe developments

Sean Hannity: The real list of reasons Hillary lost

Should Americans still care about the Clinton email scandal? (January 2018)

Hannity: Setting the record straight about Michael Cohen

Hannity: President Trump takes bold action on the border

Hannity: Devin Nunes drops bombshell on Russia probe

Rush Limbaugh: We are at a tipping point

Laura Ingraham: Trump exposed the Clintons for who they are

Did Andrew McCabe discuss using the 25th amendment to remove President Trump?

Joe diGenova: IG report is being scrubbed by Rosenstein

Hannity: How we got to this point with North Korea
The left lashes out over Sean Spicer joining the cast of 'Dancing with the Stars'
http://archive.fo/qosbQ#selection-963.0-963.81
Laura Ingraham: The Democrats are out for political blood http://archive.fo/z48mr#selection-975.0-975.57
Alan Dershowitz on FBI raid on Michael Cohen's office http://archive.fo/xZOk3#selection-975.0-975.53
Gowdy: I want to know how the FBI assessed Steele
Nunes reacts to IG investigation into potential FISA abuses http://archive.fo/PoyZo#selection-975.0-975.59
Sean Hannity: The Mueller fishing expedition is desperate for dirt, any dirt on Trump
http://archive.fo/4sxo2#selection-951.0-951.85
Newt Gingrich calls Mueller an 'out of control prosecutor'
http://archive.fo/hyqh7#selection-975.0-975.58
Dershowitz: Congress must tell DOJ not to touch drafts
http://archive.fo/vpKvu#selection-975.0-975.54
Newt Gingrich on Clinton corruption, liberal bias; Ben Carson on Trump's plan for African-American communities http://archive.fo/O5PU2#selection-975.0-975.110
Kellyanne Conway: Let's have a James Comey memo tour
http://archive.fo/JSwRz#selection-975.0-975.52
Gowdy faces backlash over remarks about FBI, Trump campaign
http://archive.fo/Z7UaG#selection-155.0-155.59
Anti-Trump bias exposed in Mueller probe
Comey drafted memo accusing Clinton of gross negligence
Unmasking probe expands to Rhodes; Mueller scrutiny grows; Sanders: Stephen Miller put Jim Acosta in his place
http://archive.fo/PTiNz#selection-975.0-975.110
Alan Dershowitz on White House dinner, Cohen raid
http://archive.fo/FTTyC#selection-975.0-975.49
Devin Nunes on McCabe firing, upcoming IG report  
https://www.foxnews.com/transcript/devin-nunes-on-mccabe-firing-upcoming-ig-report  
Newt Gingrich: No excuse for FISA warrant to be redacted  
https://www.foxnews.com/transcript/newt-gingrich-no-excuse-for-fisa-warrant-to-be-redacted  
Graham: If Trump surveillance warrant was based on Steele dossier, it wasn't lawful  
https://www.foxnews.com/transcript/graham-if-trump-surveillance-warrant-was-based-on-steele-dossier-it-wasnt-lawful  
Bolton: US in jeopardy if North Korea has deliverable nukes; Hannity, Davis debate double standard on Clinton scandals  
Hannity: Another stinging setback for the special counsel  
https://www.foxnews.com/transcript/hannity-another-stinging-setback-for-the-special-counsel  
Gregg Jarrett and Carter Page on Mueller's mission creep  
Sekulow: FBI inquiry into President Trump should bother everyone concerned with constitutional order  
Democrats launch impeachment inquiry, Trump to release Ukraine call transcript  
Trump: I knew it was going to get worse when I fired James Comey  
http://archive.fo/1wPbV  
DiGenova: It's clear the Mueller team is acting in bad faith  
http://archive.fo/hkZC3#selection-975.0-975.60  
Hannity: Second special counsel growing more likely  
http://archive.fo/cyTrz  
DeSantis and Gaetz on GOP calls for criminal investigations  
http://archive.fo/gikCm#selection-975.0-975.59
Mark Levin slams Mueller as a 'plaything of the Democrats'  
https://archive.fo/3tFpG#selection-975.0-975.58

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez claims there's 'so much' to impeach Trump on but struggles when pressed for specifics  

Tom Fitton on Christopher Steele's relationship with the State Department  
http://archive.fo/W5dxT

Hannity: Hillary Clinton has only herself to blame  
https://video.foxnews.com/v/5191901161001/#sp=show-clips(http://archive.fo/qRqwV)

Hemingway says mainstream media pushing same narrative as 2016: 'Disappointing they haven't updated their spin'  
http://archive.fo/g5NuT

Trump compares Flynn to Hillary, asks 'rigged system' or 'double standard'?'  
http://archive.fo/KTLW1

Watch: President Trump debuts Hillary Clinton impression during Florida campaign rally  
http://archive.fo/ofWL7#selection-963.0-963.86

Former Clinton adviser: Mueller probe is bad for the country  
http://archive.fo/NHgrE


Trump vows if elected to get special prosecutor to investigate Clinton email controversy  
http://archive.fo/SBQqL

Cruz: Democrats will try to impeach Trump despite Mueller finding no collusion  
http://archive.fo/uK6Yr


February 2018 Senate report  
https://www.hsgac.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/2018-02-07%20Interim%20Report_The%20Clinton%20Email%2
0Scandal%20and%20the%20FBI%27s%20Investigation%20of%20It.pdf
BleachBit FAQ
PolitiFact on acid wash
https://www.foxnews.com/transcript/hannity-hillary-clinton-has-only-herself-to-blame-kellyanne-conway-on-the-latest-clinton-scandal(October 2016)
How Russian Propaganda Spread From a Parody Website to Fox News
Russia claims it can wipe out US Navy with single 'electronic bomb'
Amid Ukraine complaint, GOP questions move to drop ‘first-hand’ info requirement in whistleblower form
Fox News Drops ‘Fair and Balanced’ Motto
Fox News Is Dropping Its ‘Fair & Balanced’ Slogan

Sean Hannity of Fox News joins Trump on stage
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AYjDE94G7rs

Fox Rebukes Sean Hannity’s and Jeanine Pirro’s Participation in a Trump Rally

Sean Hannity vows not to appear onstage at Trump rally, then he does

Is Sean Hannity a journalist or not? Here’s why it matters.

Trump’s rally. Hours later, he did exactly that

Fox’s Hannity, Carlson enjoy Trump rally ratings bonanza
https://www.apnews.com/248eb52b479a45d9bec75c611f81041

Shep Smith Has the Hardest Job on Fox News
https://time.com/longform/shepard-smith-fox-news

Pirro suspension

Trump says he feels GOP ‘electricity’ in Ohio, Indiana election-eve rallies http://archive.f0/ctdOo#selection-957.0-957.75

Hannity – Monday, November 5
http://archive.f0/plpBI#selection-1287.0-1287.28
Trump makes closing argument for Republican candidates [http://archive.fo/qn4B2#selection-975.0-975.54](http://archive.fo/qn4B2#selection-975.0-975.54)

Inside South Africa's racist land seizures [https://video.foxnews.com/v/5825609453001/#sp=show-clips](https://video.foxnews.com/v/5825609453001/#sp=show-clips)


Fox's Carlson stunned by reaction to stories on South Africa [https://apnews.com/69edd18af846491fa2c27b5bd3d483d4](https://apnews.com/69edd18af846491fa2c27b5bd3d483d4)


Fox News Host Tucker Carlson Just Promoted A White Nationalist Conspiracy Theory [https://www.huffpost.com/entry/tucker-carlson-south-african-farmers_n_5cf5e368e4b0a1997b6fcede80](https://www.huffpost.com/entry/tucker-carlson-south-african-farmers_n_5cf5e368e4b0a1997b6fcede80)


FACTSHEET: Statistics on farm attacks and murders in South Africa
They're prepping for a race war. And they see Trump as their 'ray of hope'
Trump Bemoans 'Persecuted White Farmers' in South Africa
Tucker Carlson Gets Basic Fact Wrong About South Africa’s ‘White’ Land Grab: It Applies to Blacks, Too
https://www.thedailybeast.com/tucker-carlson-gets-basic-fact-wrong-about-south-africas-white-land
SOUTH AFRICAN WHITE FARMERS' LAND TO BE SEIZED IN CONTROVERSIAL LAND REDISTRIBUTION CLAIM
AfriForum decries SA farm murders down under
Why Land Seizure Is Back in the News in South Africa: QuickTake
South African land reform panel recommends seizures without pay in certain circumstances
Tucker responds to backlash over South Africa report
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FLnivak8A14
Bill Bennett: 2020 Dems trying to ‘bribe’ voters with ‘free money,' Americans won't fall for it
http://archive.fo/KUCfk
Dem group exposed millions of email addresses associated with Clinton Senate campaign
http://archive.fo/HtyA2
How Fox News has referred to migrants as an ‘invasion’ that is ‘replacing’ Americans
Laura Ingraham: Media rolls out red carpet for invading horde - I mean 'caravan'
https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/tucker-carlson-responds-to-his-immigration-critics-were-not-intimidated-well-continue-to-tell-the-truth
Investigating caravan co-conspirators
https://video.foxnews.com/v/5973383990001/#sp=show-clips
Sean Hannity: Trump's plea for a wall is more than about stats -- it's about saving lives
http://archive.fo/ABOs
Criminal Immigrants in Texas: Illegal Immigrant Conviction and Arrest Rates for Homicide, Sex Crimes, Larceny, and Other Crimes
Fact Check: Trump's claims on undocumented immigrant crime rates. Here's what the numbers show.
The Dangerous Myths of South African Land Seizures
White House defends immigration policy amid backlash
https://www.foxnews.com/media/county-sheriff-immigration-maryland-sexual-assault
https://www.foxnews.com/category/us/immigration/border-security
https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/victor-davis-hanson-death-american-citizenship
Tucker Carlson Tonight - Monday, June 18

Tucker Carlson’s Immigration Rants Sound a Lot Like White Nationalism, Experts Say

Tucker Carlson – People Speaking Against America Detaining Children in Cages Just Want Change Your Mind

Tucker Carlson – People Speaking Against America Detaining Children in Cages

Dad of Man Killed by Illegal Immigrant Blasts California Gov. Newsom’s Trip to Central America – It’s Disgusting

103 Illegal Aliens Arrested at Arizona Border Says CBP Alarmed at Uptick of Border Crossing

25 MS-13 Gang Members Deported from Caravan in Mexico Officials Say

Inside Look at a Border Crossing Migrant Caravan Overwhelms Texas Port of Entry

Migrants Scale Border Wall in Arizona as More Than 100 Gang Members from El Salvador Caught Since October Sources Say
Vision 2030 and the National Development Plan

Presidential panel submits long-delayed report on South African land reform

South Africa's Land-Expropriation Debate: The State of Play

Immigration crisis: US experiencing major public health crisis, too http://archive.fo/2nEhA

Immigration crisis: Tuberculosis spreading at camps http://archive.fo/r0YGW


FOX NEWS FIRST: Trump uses Obama's words to justify immigration policy; Dems face Pelosi midterm power struggle http://archive.fo/Rlz1W

Tammy Bruce: Border crisis puts US (and migrant families) at risk for dangerous infectious diseases http://archive.fo/jHWjs

Despite rhetoric, illness threat from migrants is minimal, experts say

Fox News Commentator Says Migrants Are Carrying Smallpox, a Disease Eradicated in 1980

Migrants don't bring disease. In fact, they help fight it, report says

Newly Arrived Immigrants & Refugees (CDC standards)
Tip sheet offers sources to debunk claims linking immigrants to infectious diseases

Guidelines for Screening for Tuberculosis Infection and Disease during the Domestic Medical Examination for Newly Arrived Refugees (CDC)

Fox News Admits ‘No Way’ To Confirm Guest’s Lie That Asylum Seekers Will Bring Smallpox

The Migrant Caravan, Central America, and Vaccination Rates
https://www.cato.org/blog/migrant-caravan-central-america-vaccination-rates

Hawley: Missouri voters want senator to work with Trump
http://archive.fo/w2Lf

Tucker: White supremacy is not a crisis in America
https://video.foxnews.com/v/5821703247001/#sp=show-clips
Tucker Carlson Tonight – Tuesday, August 6
https://video.foxnews.com/v/6068806776001/#sp=show-clips
https://www.apnews.com/e0f9f2ea88dc435db914c8e53dc4f9e

Tucker: White supremacy is not a crisis in America
FBI report
https://www.fbi.gov/news/testimony/confronting-white-supremacy
CSIS report
https://www.csis.org/analysis/rise-far-right-extremism-united-states

Tucker Carlson goes on vacation as criticism mounts over false claim about white supremacy 'hoax'
Fox News and Its Advertisers Silent After Tucker Carlson Calls White Supremacy a ‘Hoax’

Tucker Carlson: Ukraine story shows Dems are so obsessed with Trump, they're destroying themselves - and Biden

Intel Community Secretly Gutted Requirement Of First-Hand Whistleblower Knowledge

ICIG Sept. 30, 2019 statement

Intelligence watchdog now says whistleblower claimed 'first-hand' knowledge, in departure from declassified complaint

New report claims intelligence community revised its whistleblower complaint form

Former NYPD Commissioner calls Trump whistleblower a 'covert operative' who participated in an 'attempted coup'

Source says whistleblower didn't have ‘firsthand knowledge’ of Trump call with Ukraine president
http://archive.fo/HhG6G#selection-963.0-963.96
Former CIA officer questions whether second whistleblower also has political bias
http://archive.fo/znBS7#selection-963.0-963.81
WH to release document showing intel community watchdog found whistleblower had 'political bias,' official says http://archive.fo/VJMtQ#selection-975.0-975.111
IG could not explain 18-day window between Ukraine call and whistleblower complaint: sources
http://archive.fo/jJlaR
Amid Ukraine complaint, GOP questions move to drop 'first-hand' info requirement in whistleblower form
House Intelligence Report that cites Sean Hannity
http://archive.ph/aoMGB
Abortion survivor: Senate Dems are 'willing to sacrifice lives like mine to keep abortion-on-demand'
http://archive.fo/8jOT0
New Mexico abortion bill called 'most extreme in the nation'
http://archive.fo/xW9jm#selection-975.0-975.60
Women's rights groups support late-term abortion, despite public outcry
http://archive.fo/n7Zk8#selection-963.0-963.71
Vermont 'right to abortion' bill goes even further than New York's: 'Fetus shall not have independent rights'
http://archive.fo/R7vW9
William McGurn: Abortion and white supremacy – Pro-life beliefs are incompatible with white supremicism
http://archive.fo/XAtII#selection-963.0-963.103
Outrage as video shows Virginia abortion bill sponsor saying plan would allow termination up until birth
http://archive.fo/OtyAH#selection-951.0-951.104
Abby Johnson: Babies are being born alive after botched abortions. We deserve to know numbers and the truth
http://archive.fo/ogs8L#selection-963.0-963.107
Rep. Roger Marshall: NY abortion law is a danger to mothers – I know, as a doctor who's delivered 5,000 babies. New York's Democrats think a fully-formed unborn child is less important than the average house cat.

Tucker Carlson: What GOP victories in North Carolina's special elections really say about 2020

Tucker Carlson: The left doesn't think MS-13 is a problem because Trump thinks they're 'animals'

New York 'celebrates' legalizing abortion until birth as Catholic bishops question Cuomo's faith

Cuomo brushes off criticism of New York abortion law: 'I'm not here to legislate religion'

OB/GYN slams New York abortion law: 'Absolutely no reason to kill a baby' in 3rd trimester

Vermont https://vtdigger.org/2019/02/15/vermonts-proposed-law-allow-abortions-right-moment-birth/

New Mexico https://www.nmlegis.gov/Sessions/19%20Regular/bills/house/HB0051.pdf


Tucker hails firing of John Bolton: He was 'fundamentally a man of the left'


https://www.fec.gov/data/committee/C00542464/?tab=summary&cycle=2020
Tucker Carlson falsely claims John Bolton was man-homepage day of Trump impeachment inquiry announcement (Sept. 24, 2019)

October 1, 2019

Alan Dershowitz on White House dinner, Cohen raid

Donald Trump and Sean Hannity Like to Talk Before Bedtime

Sean Hannity Failed to Tell His Viewers the Truth

Sean Hannity Is Named as Client of Michael Cohen, Trump’s Lawyer

Sean Hannity Turns Adviser in the Service of Donald Trump

Six times Sean Hannity defended Michael Cohen on Fox News

Fox News and Sean Hannity Downplay Host’s Relationship With Attorney Michael Cohen

https://www.politifact.com/punditfact/statements/2019/sep/13/tucker-carlson/tucker-carlson-falsely-claims-john-bolton-was-man/


https://nation.foxnews.com/watch/68343d5220952e9fcef07f4d389edc8/?cmpid=org=NAT::ag=owned::mc=FNC_display::src=FNC_web::cmp=video_driver::add=watch_platform_vd_creative


http://archive.fo/FTTyC


https://observer.com/2018/04/fox-news-sean-hannity-
Hannity: Setting the record straight about Michael Cohen
https://video.foxnews.com/v/5771603172001/#sp=show-clips
Michael Cohen case: What comes next
https://help.foxnews.com/hc/en-us/articles/360009219534-What-is-the-process-for-requesting-a-correction-on-a-story-
Obama-era Russian Uranium One deal: What to know
Uranium One informant says Moscow paid millions in bid to influence Clinton
Hillary Clinton: Uranium One Stories 'Debunked Repeatedly'
https://video.foxnews.com/v/5623640487001#sp=show-clips
FOX NEWS FIRST: Uranium One deal-Clinton scandal could get special counsel
Grassley wants answers about FBI raid on whistleblower with information on Clinton Foundation, Uranium One
Top senator expands probe into Obama-era Uranium One deal, says he was misled
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/top-senator-expands-probe-into-obama-era-uranium-one-deal-says-he-was-misled
The Invention of the Conspiracy Theory on Biden and Ukraine
https://www.newyorker.com/news/news-desk/the-invention-of-the-conspiracy-theory-on-biden-
Biden faces scrutiny for demanding ouster of Ukraine official probing firm that employed his son

Clinton-Ukraine collusion allegations 'big' and 'incredible,' will be reviewed, Trump says

James Comey's next reckoning is imminent — this time for leaking

How did the special counsel miss Ukraine's plot to help Clinton?

Are Democrats rehashing Trump-Russia narrative for Ukraine controversy?

No proof Biden or Kerry channeled U.S. aid for Ukraine to Burisma

Trump's Ukraine call, a whistleblower and the Bidens: What we know, what we don’t

John Solomon battles press critics

John Solomon discusses claims about Hunter Biden, Burisma Holdings

John Solomon claims new document shows 'significant shift' in 'factual timeline' of Ukraine matters

Look Who's Talking: John Solomon

John Solomon: This was not a normal counterintelligence investigation

John Solomon lays out Russia collusion revelations that could rock Washington
John Solomon on Shokin firing [archive.vn/QFdqE]
“Dirty tricks campaign” [archive.vn/h4vdQ]
Vindman’s Lawyer Asks Fox News to Retract Espionage Allegation

Lt. Col. Vindman to testify on concerns over Trump’s Ukraine call [archive.ph/LnGlh]

Fox News distances itself from guest after Vindman lawyers seek retraction over espionage claim

Hannity claims about Hydroxychloroquine and Vladimir Zelenko [https://video.foxnews.com/v/6144218305001?playlist_id=930909813001#sp=show-clips]

Hannity interviewing Zelenko (“100 percent success rate”) [https://video.foxnews.com/v/6144222410001?playlist_id=930909813001#sp=show-clips]

Zelenko interview in the Forward

French study
[https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0924857920300996]

Chinese study

Anthony Fauci interview on “Face the Nation”

Politifact on 100 percent success rate claim

Hydroxychloroquine vs. “regular coronavirus care”
Hannity calling COVID-19 a “hoax”
Jesse Watters downplaying COVID-19 on “The Five”
https://www.foxnews.com/transcript/the-five-reveal-their-super-tuesday-predictions
WHO COVID-19 statistics
CDC COVID-19 severity
New England Journal of Medicine article
ProPublic article on hospital capacity tool
https://projects.propublica.org/graphics/covid-hospitals
Hospital capacity tool
Hospital capacity tool https://globalepidemics.org/our-data/hospital-capacity/
CDC on staff shortages
Laura Ingraham on China and COVID-19
https://video.foxnews.com/v/6135969662001#sp=show-clips
Tucker Carlson on social distancing
https://video.foxnews.com/v/6153077710001?playlist_id=5528578293001#sp=show-clips
Georgia Institute of Technology study
WABE article on Georgia Institute of Technology study
https://www.wabe.org/georgia-going-back-to-business-as-usual-could-lead-to-25000-deaths-study-finds/
University of Kentucky study
Hannity interview with Newsweek
Tucker Carlson on social distancing (Apr. 27)
https://video.foxnews.com/v/6152462264001?playlist_id=5198073478001#sp=show-clips
Laura Ingraham, John Yoo (espionage)
http://archive.vn/LnGlh
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7162773/
https://video.foxnews.com/v/6152521907001#sp=show-clips